Abstract Proteins take on their function in the cell by interacting with other proteins or biomolecular complexes. To study this process, computational methods, collectively named protein docking, are used to predict the position and orientation of a protein ligand when it is bound to a protein receptor or enzyme, taking into account chemical or physical criteria. This process is intensively studied to discover new biological functions for proteins and to better understand how these macromolecules take on these functions at the molecular scale. Pharmaceutical research also employs docking techniques for a variety of purposes, most notably in the virtual screening of large databases of available chemicals to select likely molecular candidates for drug design. The basic hypothesis of our work is that Virtual Reality (VR) and multimodal interaction can increase efficiency in reaching and analysing docking solutions, in addition to fully a computational docking approach. To this end, we conducted an ergonomic analysis of the protein-protein current docking task as it is carried out today. Using these results, we designed an immersive and multimodal application where VR devices, such as the three-dimensional mouse and haptic devices, are used to interactively manipulate two proteins to explore possible docking solutions. During this exploration, visual, audio, and haptic feedbacks are combined to render and evaluate chemical or physical properties of the current docking configuration.
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Introduction
Protein-protein docking refers to a problem in structural biology, which consists in predicting how proteins bind together to make up functional complexes within the cell, based on the three-dimensional structure of single partner proteins and on their physicochemical properties (see Sect. 2). Knowledge of the structure of protein-protein complexes allows scientists to better understand the key mechanisms at work in protein-protein interaction. This is a major scientific bottleneck, in terms of both theoretical (understanding protein functions) and applied research (specific inhibition of protein functions for drug design).
Current methods for protein-protein docking include (1) automatic stages (explained in Sect. 3.1), which take into account protein topology, as well as energy (i.e., physicochemical) properties and (2) stages of molecular visualization, allowing evaluation of the results. The automatic stage is costly in terms of processing time, and yields a large numbers of docking configurations which cannot be set apart using only objective and automatic parameters. Therefore, a manual stage of analysis is also necessary, requiring visualization of algorithm results by an expert. However, this visual analysis requires large amounts of information to be processed simultaneously by the docking expert: manipulation of three-dimensional objects, physicochemical data, biological data, etc.
Given the current limitations of docking tools, it seems relevant to develop complementary or alternative approaches to docking. In project Combination of Sensorimotor Renderings for the Immersive Analysis of Results (CoRSAIRe) our hypothesis is that using Virtual Reality (VR) technologies and related interactions, which rely on multiple sensory and motor channels, may help experts in this docking task. First, stereoscopy, especially when it is adaptative, may improve perception of three-dimensional protein models. Furthermore, direct manipulation of several proteins at the same time, as afforded by peripherals commonly used today for such tasks (e.g., three-dimensional mice, force-feedback interfaces, etc.) may be more intuitive and efficient than traditional, desktop WIMP 1 -type interfaces. Additionally, multimodal management of sensorimotor feedbacks (based on an approach aiming to dynamically specify adaptation of visual, haptic and audio renderings to the characteristics of the information in use) is one possible answer to the problems related to the simultaneous presentation of large amounts of data.
Finally, a strongly interactive approach of VR docking allows the docking expert to be placed on the forefront of the work, rather than giving an automatic algorithm complete control over the generation of possible sets of solutions. We believe our approach, which combines benefits of multimodal interaction with the capitalization of docking experts' occupational skills (in biology, crystallography, bioinformatics) in modeling will allow improvements in the speed of predictions for the structure of proteinprotein complexes, as well as in overall search efficiency and in the quality of results obtained when analyzing possible solutions.
Applications for interactive docking, whether multimodal or immersive, have already been developed in the past and are presented in Sect. 3.2. However, this work seems set back by a lack of clear knowledge regarding user needs and working practices. In order to gather this knowledge, we conducted ergonomic analyses of the protein docking task the way it is carried out by experts in the field today, in order to determine advantages and drawbacks of existing tools and help design an innovative and relevant tool for multimodal VR interaction. The data, recommendations and task scenarios based on these analyses (see Sect. 4) allowed us to propose a comprehensive hybrid approach to docking, combining interactive and automatic stages. This approach has been implemented in a first prototype. We present its architecture, related constraints, and the technical solutions chosen to circumvent them (in Sect. 5.1). We are currently in the process of evaluating this prototype in collaboration with docking experts (see Sect. 6).
The context: protein-protein docking
Proteins can be viewed as both the building blocks and workforce of cells. They are synthesized based on portions of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) called coding sequences or genes. Genes are transcribed in the form of Messenger RiboNucleic Acid (mRNA), which is then translated by ribosomes in the form of a protein, following a specific coding scheme (Fig. 1A) . Each triplet of mRNA bases corresponds to one Amino Acid (AA) or residue. There are 20 basic types of AAs. The various physicochemical properties of AAs give rise to interactions at the atomic level, inducing protein folding which contributes in turn to protein stability (Fig. 1B) . These properties also play a crucial role in protein-protein interactions.
Proteins, therefore, can be seen as long chains composed of successive AAs folded in space, which are the product of the expression of an organism's genetic makeup. But in order to execute their functions within cells, proteins must undergo folding and take a specific three-dimensional form.
This form may be characterized following four levels of structure (see Fig. 1B ). The order in which residues are linearly arranged, i.e., their sequence, constitutes the protein's primary structure (see Fig. 1B, a) . Some of the structure's segments organize themselves into sequences of specific substructures called secondary structures (see Fig. 1B, b) . These structures, stabilized by hydrogen bonds, can be divided into two groups: regular secondary structures, called alpha helices and beta sheets, which are linked together by irregular structures called loops. The arrangement of these secondary structures thus constitutes the threedimensional, or tertiary structure of the protein (see Fig. 1B , c), which determines protein function within the cell.
Once folded, proteins carry out various functions within the cell, such as transporting molecules (e.g., hemoglobin, chaperone proteins), inter-and intracellular signaling and communications (e.g., hormones, neurotransmitters, ions), immune defense functions (immunoglobulins, adhesion molecules), or cellular metabolism (chlorophyll, apoptosis proteins, transcription factors, ATP synthesis). These cellular functions are closely linked to the protein's tertiary structure, but also to its interactions with other proteins. These interactions produce new entities called protein or supramolecular complexes (see Fig. 2 ). Such assemblies make up the protein's quaternary structure (Fig. 1B-d) . In short, better understanding of protein-protein interactions is a major stake for biomedical research. Indeed, designing new drugs increasingly involves targeting specific protein-protein interactions (Villoutreix et al. 2008) , or alternately, involve synthesizing recombinant proteins meant to emulate interaction with the original native protein (Pipe 2008). It becomes more and more necessary, therefore, to identify the three-dimensional structure of protein complexes. Two experimental methods currently exist to observe the three-dimensional structure of a protein. These are X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). All known protein structures are currently housed on the website of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000) . This database contains about 50,000 protein structures for many kinds of organisms. However, this number remains small in comparison to estimates of the number of existing proteins in the natural world (e.g., about 20,000 proteins for Man). This is because experimental determination of protein structure is often difficult, and in some cases impossible. Indeed, solving this kind of problem involves mass production and purification of the protein, and in the case of crystallography, production of diffractive crystals. In determining the structure of a protein complex, difficulties in production and purification are all the more critical, because partner proteins must be produced at the same time for complexes to form. Additionally, the time necessary for crystallization may be incompatible with the lifespan of some complexes. For all these reasons, many scientists have attempted to predict the structure of such complexes using computing tools through methods and algorithms for molecular docking.
Related work
In this section we present a state of the art in computerbased approaches and existing VR solutions for protein docking, then we introduce the main focus of the CoRSAIRe project in multimodal VR interaction in this application field.
Automatic approaches for docking
Current techniques for the experimental study of the threedimensional structure of protein complexes (crystallography, NMR, electronic cryomicroscopy, etc.) have several limitations (in terms of size and type of proteins) and are costly in terms of time and money. For that reason, computer-based (in silico) docking methods have been developed in the past, to deduce the functional three-dimensional structure of a complex based on single molecules, which turns out to be considerably easier and cheaper than experimental, in vitro methods (Grosdidier 2007) . Current approaches are strictly computational and results are evaluated using visualization tools. These approaches can be divided into 4-5 successive stages ( Fig. 3): (1) choice of the representation mode for proteins (atomic view, pseudoatoms, grid, etc.); (2) conformational exploration (taking into account position, orientation, and shape of the ligand); (3) minimization of the function used to evaluate binding energy (i.e., score) for conformations derived from the exploration; (4) grouping by similarity and classification through evaluation or fine-tuning of the scores, added with a manual stage of visualization when score alone does not allow native conformation (i.e., the one present in nature) to be discriminated from other generated conformations; (5) an optional stage for fine-tuning selected complexes, through energy minimization or molecular dynamics.
A large number of docking algorithms depend on a comprehensive approach of conformational exploration, the main problem being combinatory explosion of the number of possible solutions. These approaches can be sorted into three categories: those based on systematic sampling, on molecular dynamics techniques, and on classification interaction modes between proteins. An ideal function would yield, for a given mode of interaction, the binding energy of two proteins involved in a complex (see Sect. 5.2.2). Such functions aim to reproduce experimental values of free binding energy, and though minimization, to reach the overall minimum energy in the set of all possible protein-protein complexes.
Consequently, in real life cases, automatic docking algorithms, such as ClusPro (Comeau et al. 2004) or Hex (Ritchie 2003) , must manage two difficulties in order to reach a relevant result. The first is to process a space of potential solutions which increases in size along with the number of degrees of freedom in describing protein position and conformation, thus running the risk of not being Fig. 3 The five stages of the docking task processed in an acceptable amount of time. The second problem is that search algorithms produce local minima, and cannot easily find the global minimum that is associated to the native form of the complex (Wang et al. 2003) .
To finalize a docking simulation, experts rely upon a manual stage of visualization to analyse the generated complexes. This task consists in a detailed analysis of residues and atoms involved in the interface of each complex, through the identification of hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and especially the presence of hotspots, i.e., amino acids at the interface, known from experimental studies to be part of the interface. However, it can be difficult to manipulate two three-dimensional structures at the same time to observe the interface with traditional interaction tools, since one protein usually hides the other. We therefore believe docking assisted by VR and multimodal interaction presents a relevant alternative to improve the work of experts in the field. Such techniques might allow a more intuitive interaction with three-dimensional protein structures.
Finally, two approaches are used to ''thin the herd'' of selected complexes. One consists in minimizing the rigid bodies and lateral chains of amino acids present at the interface. This approach is implemented in several applications such as ICM-DISCO (Fernandez-Recio et al. 2003) , MMTK (Hinsen 2000) , FireDock (Andrusier et al. 2007) , PELE (Borrelli et al. 2005) , ATTRACT (Zacharias, 2005) , etc. The other approach involves studying the dynamic behavior of the selected complex. The software program Gromacs (Hess et al. 2008) , for example, allows evaluation of atomic positions in time based on their physicochemical properties. This approach allows first to evaluate complex stability, as well as possible conformational changes induced by the interaction, e.g., loop deformation. We should add, however, that this approach remains very costly in terms of processing time, compared to minimizers which allow users to process a given configuration very quickly.
Interactive and immersive approaches for docking
Given the drawbacks of classical docking algorithms and the new possibilities afforded by VR, several teams have taken an interest in recent years into problems related to interactive and immersive docking. Early work in the field primarily involved identification of technical needs and limitations to achieve this. The STALK system (Levine et al. 1997 ) uses parallel and distributed processing to process visual renderings of three-dimensional protein models and execute the algorithms for generating possible solutions. Using this system, the docking expert may visualize two proteins, assist the docking algorithm, suspend it to move a molecule using a three-dimensional mouse, and resume the algorithm using this new position. System evaluations were concerned with comparing binding energies of solutions obtained. Another system, VRDD (Anderson and Weng 1999) , implemented a search algorithm using a Monte Carlo method, which allowed gradual reduction of the search space through the exploration of similar solutions. Evaluations were carried out over three test cases, comparing the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between a solution proposed by the algorithm, and a known crystallographic structure of the same complex. Results were deemed conclusive for two of the test cases, but not for the third, which involved large (i.e., a larger number of possible solutions) and flexible proteins. However, this work allowed identification of issues related to real-time computation of energy values, as well as search and construction for the flexible structures of proteins. Recent work, carried out by Ray et al. (2005) and Ferey et al. (2008) , focused on solving these problems through optimized visual rendering, using a plugin for existing interactive molecular visualization software, such as Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) and host molecular simulation software, such as NAMD or GROMACS. The DockingShop software program (Lu et al. 2005 ) currently seems to be the most advanced system for interactive docking. DockingShop implements representations of proteins using principles of robotics, combined to real-time display of essential data for the study of protein-protein interactions (hydrogen bonds, energy, surface complementarity, interpenetration and hydrophobic effects. More recently, a more sophisticated robotics-based approach was proposed to represent peptide chains and molecules (Rossi et al. 2007 ).
Main focuses of the CoRSAIRe project for docking
However, these approaches remain very complex regarding the quantity of data that must be conveyed to the user, as well as regarding the limitations of classical WIMP interfaces. Currently, the use of VR devices, such as tracking or haptic devices used in VR, allows more direct and natural interactions with objects in a three-dimensional space. They seem relevant for docking tasks, since these consist in evaluating configurations defined by the relative positions and orientations of one protein in relation to another. Second, given the large quantity of information required by users to evaluate the ''quality'' of a configuration, it also seems relevant to supplement visual feedback with audio and haptic sensorimotor channels. Haptic rendering is known to improve the quality of operator interactivity in an immersive environment, as well as his perception of the objects handled (Seeger and Chen 1997) or data analyzed (Lundin et al. 2005) . Likewise, audio renderings may improve communication of complex information (Barass and Zehner 2000) . Furthermore, substitutions and redundancy between these channels of communication may have beneficial results on user performance, as long as the choice of modalities is relevant to the task at hand. Richard et al. (2006) and Kitagawa et al. (2005) showed, for example, that specific audio and visual renderings can effectively convey information that is presented used haptic modalities.
The main focus of the CoRSAIRe project is to design a new methodology in that field based on advanced interaction and rendering possibilities, that VR technologies may offer. With respect to other works on docking, we are specifically studying multi-sensorimotor rendering during an interactive docking task. Several previous works have explored the possibilities afforded by multimodal feedback for the docking task. However these projects mainly rely on haptic or audio channels, but rarely on the combining the two with visual rendering. Haptics-centric projects mostly deal with the generation of force feedback to guide biochemists toward optimal solutions. That is the case of GROPE (Brooks et al. 1990) , IVPS (Maciejewski et al. 2005) and SenSitus (Wriggers and Birmanns 2003) , a plugin for VMD that allows users to explore proteins with a haptic arm. These projects aim to provide simultaneous renderings of multiple kinds of volumetric data, and to test various paradigms for human-computer interaction. These software platforms allow users to move proteins while receiving haptic feedback regarding collisions between molecules. Evaluations are based on the identification of docking errors as well as the execution time of docking task. Stereoscopic rendering allows reduction of error rate, as well as of the execution time for the various paradigms, whereas haptic feedback lengthens manipulation times due to sequential, local strategies of protein exploration. Other types of haptic feedback, such as vibrotactile feedback (vibration-based), are seldom used. However, in the case of audio feedback, existing projects aim to provide users some clues regarding molecular properties (e.g., protein binding sites, surface complementarity, etc.) using earcons (auditory icons) or data sonification (Garcia-Ruiz and Guttierez-Pulido 2006). Various works are concerned with the sonification of sequential data such as composition of DNA strands (Hart and Read 2004) or of surface complementarity between proteins, based on computing the standard deviation of minimal distances between pairs of atoms.
Beyond these purely technical aspects, lack of analysis of user needs in the initial stages of such design projects causes gaps between their expectations (natural interaction with generated representations of proteins, allowing quick and easy docking of protein complexes) and the end results of the design process (technically impressive systems that are useless as work tools). Conversely, our approach relies on early involvement of users in the design process of a docking system, aiming to (1) hasten and ease the development of functional prototypes through improved decision making; (2) improve acceptance of such systems by users of these innovative interfaces; (3) suggest new, unexplored avenues for research and innovation in docking (Anastassova et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, current tools for docking put the user in a position of observing and controlling computer-generated solutions, rather than playing an active part in the process. In other words, the scientist is not truly part of the system and cannot tap into his expertise during the search for solutions. The second original aspect of our approach thus aims to involve the scientist in the docking ''loop''.
For these reasons, before designing the CoRSAIRe approach for docking (Sect. 4.3) and implementing its concepts into our immersive and multimodal application (Sect. 5), we performed a set of ergonomic studies. Section 4.1 below describes the methodology followed, and the model obtained for the docking task as it is carried out today, in order to identify advantages and drawbacks of existing computer-based and VR solutions in that field (Sect. 4.2). These results allowed us to propose a set of basic principles to specify multimodal VR user interface for docking of proteins, which would likely allow users to reach the objectives outlined.
4 An initial step for design: clarifying field practices and users needs
Method
Our study first focused on analyzing the use of existing docking tools, designed for desktop interfaces, as well as the impact, as foreseen by users, of the introduction of VR technology and multimodal interfaces in this task. Four researchers in bioinformatics, aged 28-50 years (M = 36 years, SD = 9.95) took part in this investigation. First, we carried out, recorded and made verbatim transcriptions of four interviews in the workplace. These interviews were anonymous and confidential. They were structured according to a guide which covered various questions ranging from the types of docking problems subjects were confronted to in their line of work, which software was used to solve these, as well as how subjects might envision working in a multimodal virtual environment (MVE). A cognitive discursive analysis (Ghiglione et al. 1998 ) of the interview corpora was carried out using the program Tropes developed by Acetic Software. Second, three work sessions were videotaped and analyzed, allowing us to view the use of three standard software programs used in docking: ICM-Disco (Fernandez-Recio et al. 2003) , ClusPro (Comeau et al. 2004) , and Hex (Ritchie, 2003) .
Video data of these sessions served as a basis for task analysis. Verbal protocols were collected throughout these sessions, and analyzed using explicit verbalizations of a task as a unit for analysis. Coding the actions and verbalizations collected in this way, allowed us to elaborate two distinct resources for designers. The first, a task model in the form of a hierarchical decomposition using Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) methodology (Annett, 2003) ; the second, an illustrated overview of the course of a session in the form of a story-board describing the tasks carried out in a standard docking problem: docking of the barnase-barstar complex (Rosson and Carroll 2002) .
Results
Results of the analysis allowed us to construct three elements relevant to the design of a MVE for molecular docking:
(1) a model of the tasks carried out; (2) a model of user needs, and (3) a set of principles to guide design choices in the allotment of information to various display modalities and in designing the associated display and interaction techniques.
A goal-oriented hierarchical model of the current task and its anticipated changes with multimodal VR assistance
The HTA task tree (see Fig. 4 ) describes the current way of carrying out the docking task as a hierarchy of goals and subgoals. This model was extracted by combining results form the interviews and observations. In short, the first stage involves generating a large number of potential models of the protein-protein complex. As an input to this task, files are used that describe the three-dimensional structure of proteins in their unbound form, as housed on the PDB server. The second stage is the execution of an automatic algorithm to explore the conformational space associated to binding energies (scores) in order to eliminate physically impossible solutions. Clustering then allows grouping of remaining solutions according to similarity. Complex clusters thus produced are then classified according to their score. Finally, the scientist selects a small number of these solutions as candidates for comparative experimental validation. Based on this initial model, we have formalized an hypothetical model of how the task could evolve with multimodal VR in order to provide experts with an improved support to their activities and informational needs related to docking (see Fig. 5 ).
A more detailed account of the arguments and basis to this anticipation is given afterwards.
Needs in terms of information display
Cognitive Discursive Analysis highlighted, through balancing and geometrical proximity between central referents in scientists discourse, four basic informational needs in docking. Three of these relate to the properties of the molecules studied. Their interaction is viewed as a central aspect of searching and adjusting for the optimal configuration:
-Topological complementarity of molecules (see Sect. 5.2.1); -Energy characteristics (see Sect. 5.2.2); -The fourth need relates to existing knowledge of the molecular interface studied, when such knowledge is available. It consists in a list of amino acids, termed ''hotspots'', which the biologist knows to be involved in protein-protein interaction, and therefore to be present at the interface.
One should note that the statistical weight of the score function in the subjects discourse was zero. This suggests that the score function is not viewed as a central tool for docking, but rather as one of several means to confirm hypotheses. This is congruent with the theory underlying scoring functions. Indeed, scores are assessed based on equations physical and chemical phenomena in order to best reflect binding energy. However, in most cases, scoring functions do not allow to discriminate one single complex among all generated complexes. Interviews have shown that docking entails joint study of these molecular properties, based on existing knowledge of the molecular interface. Observations of work sessions also showed that scientists spend on average 42% of session time consulting external data sources such as the PubMed database or work notes, in order to identify potential hotspots and construct this knowledge prior to docking.
Restricting the design space for multimodal information distribution by considering usability principles and user task characteristics
The term ''modal allocation'' (André 2000) refers to the specific use of one or more sensory modalities to display an information. It is preferable for users to use optimal modal allocation considering both technical (e.g. VR-related), task (e.g. characteristics of information relevant to scientists), and operator-related constraints (e.g. characteristics of perception, of expertise, etc.). Proposing principles for modal allocation implies weighing specific information-modality associations. One problem is that there exist no a priori ergonomic specifications regarding modal allocation for information crucial to such types of tasks. Indeed, although research on the design of human-machine interfaces started several decades ago, few works offer robust principles for choosing a specific modality to display specific types of information. Furthermore, little work focuses on the design of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) for data exploration tasks. It is, however, possible to formulate hypotheses based on the one hand on the ways in which operators process information, and on the other hand (and even more strongly) on the needs highlighted by task analysis. In the case of molecular docking, such analysis has shown the need to display one to four sources of information simultaneously according to what stage the task is at, and to what prior knowledge is available: molecular topology, hydrophobicity of residues, electrostatic fields, and residues potentially involved in the interface.
Task analysis also allowed identification of the following constraints, related to the docking task:
-Since all four types of information may be used by the docking expert at any one time, the risk of overload needs to be anticipated. Therefore, information needs to be spread out over various information channels in a balanced fashion to avoid such an overload, particularly visual overload. Although sonification and haptization are liable to effectively lighten the visual channel and improve task performance, randomizing modal allocation may lead to inferior performance or to an interface in which all information would be displayed on a single mode. It is therefore necessary to define criteria to decide allocation schemes which would prove to be acceptable to users; -One important distinction according to this point of view is between data whose status is perennial and invariant as opposed to that which is dynamic and ephemeral, both these types being instrumental to the docking task. Some information, e.g., regarding molecular structure, should be available at all times, never changing in the course of one work session. If one were to choose audio or haptic displays for perennial information, one consequence of the properties of cognitive systems for information processing may be perceptual filtering of this information, i.e., its disappearance from the focus of attention. One other consequence may be user discomfort, possibly resulting in de-activation of corresponding display functions when the user views the information as already known and overly invasive. For perennial information, we thus suggest to use the visual modality. -One other criterion for modal allocation is the semantics of information, specifically its proximity to properties of display modalities. As mentioned earlier, taking into account information such as electrostatic forces or hydrophobic interactions is essential to constructing protein-protein complexes. Electrostatic forces might be displayed using a haptic constraint, since this modality can convey attraction or repulsion in a way reminiscent of everyday experience. Visual and audio modalities should not, however, be excluded on principle. But using them would imply constructing an interpretation scale where attraction and repulsion phenomena would be made apparent, as would the scale's ''neutral point'', e.g., using one tone for attraction and another for repulsion).
These various constraints allow us to formulate the following principles for the design of a multimodal application for molecular docking, summed up in Table 1: -Use at least the visual modality to display molecular surfaces and contours, as well as allow manipulation of protein models;
-Simultaneously, present all information involved in the computation of energy scores, using a combination of modalities; -As long as it is possible, remain close to the realm of everyday experience, based on information semantics (e.g., use haptic rendering for collisions and electrostatic forces); -Audio signals may be used to sonify time-dependent variables such as the score, presence of hotspots in the interface, presence of hydrogen bonds at the interface, etc. -Use a combination of modalities to display as much information as feasible without reaching cognitive overload in the user.
It should be noted, however, that these principles are in part hypotheses which will be validated experimentally in the course of an ongoing research project. These validations will be briefly evoked in Sect. 6.
Reconciling fully automatic and interactive approaches
According to results presented in the previous section, we designed a new approach for protein docking which aims to use expert knowledge by combining multimodal interaction and rendering with automatic approaches. By allowing the user to interact earlier in the process rather than in the laye stages of work or through a single, early operation of parameter-setting, we aim to reduce processing times and the risks of false positive results (see Fig. 6 ). A first stage of the docking task in an immersive environment, named ''reduction of the conformational search space'', allows the user, an expert in docking, to interactively build a protein complex (tasks 0.1 and 0.2 of HTA tree in Fig. 5 ) which are potential docking configurations, using visual, audio and haptic feedback (tasks 0.3). This first stage also allows quick reduction of the search space by relying on the expert's three-dimensional pattern matching skills and specific knowledge in proteinprotein docking. At this point, a qualitative analysis can be done by interpreting multimodal feedback (tasks 0.3.2) in order to save these docking configurations (tasks 0.4). A second stage named ''automatic filtering of selected configurations'' relates to the classic automated docking procedure, but will be restricted to search spaces defined by the docking expert. This stage consists in assessing a finer score for those conformations selected in the first stage, as well as submitting those to an automatic stage of refining by energy minimization (tasks 0.2.1). Finally, the third stage is called ''exploration of the sorted and filtered docking configurations''. In this final stage, intermolecular movements are disabled (tasks 0.2.2), because the goal is to explore and compare (tasks 0.5) the solutions generated in the first stage and sort them based on the results of the second stage in order to extract a very small number of protein complexes selected for experimental validation.
5 Our multimodal and immersive application dedicated to protein docking 5.1 Hardware and software architecture
The hardware architecture of our multimodal docking VR environment is based on a CAVE-type device (Cruz-Neira et al. 1992 ) equipped with a system for overhead projection with an active stereoscopic device for visual immersion. Three-dimensional audio feedbacks are generated using MaX/MSP and their transmission is carried out using either headphones, or a set of eight loudspeakers spread out over the immersive system. Haptic feedback, finally, is carried out using the Virtuose haptic interface, commercialized by Haption. Capture of the user's movements and head movements for active stereoscopy, hand movements to manipulate a three-dimensional mouse is carried out by ARTrack, a system of infrared cameras and sensors. The software architecture of our multimodal docking VR environment (see Fig. 7 ) is based on a component programming. Each component can be distributed on the network, and is encapsulated into a Open Sound Control (OSC) layer, for managing communication through network between ''command'' components, ''scoring'' components, and ''rendering'' components. Data and events involving these components are synchronized on the network through encapsulation of selected data (the position and orientation of each protein for example) using our own OSC protocol. A ''command'' component manages distribution of events coming from all VR devices using the software platform VEserver , except for haptic device, for which we used the Virtuose API for managing 6DoF output and force feedback rendering.
The ''scoring'' component refers to physical engine we developed dedicated to protein docking, which provides biophysical properties of the system in interactive time, such as energies, forces on atoms or proteins described in Sect. 5.2, and computes visual audio and haptic feedback, sent to the ''rendering'' components.
The ''visual rendering'' component refers to the Pymol software, which was customized to receive OSC messages, interpret information computed by the ''scoring'' and ''command'' components, and to display this information, in addition to classical molecular representations. The visual feedbacks we implemented are described in Sect. 5.4. The ''audio rendering'' component is based on MaX/MSP software, which already provides OSC support, as well as sonification of data sent from the ''scoring'' and ''command'' components. The implemented audio feedback are described in detail in Sect. 5.6. In the ''haptic rendering'' component, we adapted the Virtuose API for receiving OSC messages and providing haptic feedback of data sent from ''scoring'' and ''command'' components. The implemented haptic feedback are described in Sect. 5.6.
Each component has its own representation of proteins and of their characteristics, which is well-adapted to the corresponding device constraints and rendering needs. For example, the ''visual rendering'' component needs information regarding all the atom positions, their chemical type, and a mesh of protein surface of the two proteins, to provide respectively atom and surface representations, while the ''haptic rendering'' component only needs a mesh of the protein surface of both partner proteins to compute and render rigid body collision.
Finally the ''supervisor'' component enables or disables feedback and associated computing (feedback control and computing control messages in see Fig. 7 ) according to a rule-based and context-sensitive system (scene and computing context messages). A description of the multimodal supervisor is presented in Sect. 5.7.
5.2 The ''scoring'' component : a physical engine dedicated to protein docking
The main constraint we have to overcome in an interactive and multimodal docking environment is to compute and provide biophysical and geometrical parameters real time, while the protein complex constructs itself. Morever, some computation of these parameters such as protein surface interpenetration, electrostatic and van der Waals forces on atoms, must be very efficient to be haptically rendered. As the automatic docking software programs presented in Sect. 3.1 do not respond to these constraints, we developed a physical engine optimized for the interactive and multimodal protein docking context, which we present in this section. Protein docking methods are essentially based on two sets of criteria: geometric/topological criteria, and biophysical criteria.
Geometry and surface
One of the earliest criteria identified in protein-protein interaction is surface topology of the proteins involved. In most known structures of three-dimensional complexes, partners exhibit good surface complementarity (e.g. Fig. 2B ). Studies have also shown that the surface of the protein-protein interface generally covers between 1000 and 2500 square Angstroms. This criteria allowed the development of first-generation docking software, based solely on shape recognition (Connolly 1983a ) (i.e., complementarity of molecular surfaces). This approach is well adapted to rigid protein docking. We used these geometric/ topological criteria in our multimodal immersive environment in two ways:
Surface collision. For each protein, a surface mesh is computed using MSMS before interactive docking occurs (Sanner et al. 1996) . Resolution of this mesh can be set using parameters. Collision detection during interaction then uses the RAPID library (Gottschalk et al. 1996) , which allows real-time computation of a list of triangles colliding in the two protein surface meshes during docking. This set of triangles can be used to generate feedback based on triangle normals and on the intersection volume of the two protein surfaces. Atomic surface complementarity. Atomic surface complementarity is estimated essentially as a calculation of the variance of the inter-atomic distances on the two proteins surfaces. We use this overall atomic surface complementarity score in audio or visual feedback.
Physicochemical properties and energies
However, geometric criteria turned out to be insufficient to predict the structure of a complex. Thus, we had to rely on methods including energy criteria. Protein-protein complexes seem to follow the rule of thumb that the active configuration is that whose level of free energy is lowest (Wang et al. 2003) . In order to evaluate free energy Virtual Reality (2009) 13:273-293 283 between two proteins, we rely on methods of molecular mechanics. To achieve this, atoms are viewed as spheres, and interactions between atoms can be computed using the van der Waals and electrostatic potentials. The free energy for protein-protein interaction can then be approximated by the sum these potentials, which is known as the score. In the context of real-time immersive docking, the choice of equations and methods to evaluate a complex's energy and score is a crucial issue (Wang et al. 2003) .
Van der Waals interactions. Van der Waals interactions are an empirical approximation of atomic interactions. The van der Waals force, obtained by constructing a gradient of the potential field, is defined by the Lennard-Jones' potential equation (Eq. 1). In this equation, r is the distance between two atoms, r the interatomic distance for which the potential becomes zero, and e the depth of the potential well (Fig. 8 ). e and r are determined empirically and depend on what pair of atoms is considered. The van der Waals potential includes an attractive component when atoms are bound, and a repulsive component when atoms are too close to each other. It allows preventing two proteins from penetrating into each other during interactive docking, through calculation of interatomic forces at the protein-protein interface.
These forces apply only to very short distances and only concern surface atoms. As computing distances between all pairs of atoms have a quadratic complexity, we apply specific filtering rules to keep only surface atoms and opposite atoms from the each protein (see Fig. 9 ). The resultant translational and rotational components of van der Waals's forces on each atom are calculated and applied to barycenter protein.
Electrostatic interactions Unlike van der Waals interactions, electrostatic interactions operate when ''long'' distances (about 10 Å ) separate groups of electrically charged atoms. Indeed some amino acids or atoms may present with a positive or negative electric charge, which gives rise to electrostatic phenomena allowing formation of a protein-protein complex. Two approaches have been implemented to compute electrostatic phenomena.
We consider the interaction between two point charges in vacuum (Fig. 10) , and we use Coulomb's law (Eq. 2) with r is the distance between the barycenters of charges q 1 and q 2 of the atoms considered, and e 0 is the constant of the permittivity of a vacuum. This potential can be translated to force (F el ) usable for haptic interaction for example (Fig. 10) . This first approach involves calculating the forces to apply to each electrically charged particle considering only pairs of charged particles. This computation has quadratic complexity, because all distances between atoms must be computed. But it remains relevant in the case of medium-sized proteins, since the number of charged particles in a protein is limited in several models.
In the second approach (see Fig. 11 , designed for optimization considerations, the overall field of the electrostatic potential of the target protein (receptor) is computed beforehand using APBS 2 which allows generation of a three-dimensional grid of electrostatic potential, which can 4p0 ) is also known as K c or Coulomb's constant be used as a three-dimensional texture. The gradient of the electrostatic potential allows computation of force field vectors for each point of the grid. Atoms from the ligand protein are then ''immersed'' in this three-dimensional force field surrounding the receptor. This method allows us to compute electrostatic forces for each atom in linear time, depending on the number of charged atoms in the ligand. In both case, we are able to obtain overall electrostatic energy and electrostatic force on each atom. These data are then used for visual, haptic or audio feedbacks.
Other criteria
In order to reach a finer description of protein-protein interactions, other criteria, based on energy, can be taken into account. To geometric/topological criteria, and biophysical criteria, one can add other criteria which are of utmost importance to protein-protein interaction, such as hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic effects. We only implemented hydrogen bonds in our application.
Hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds (e.g. Fig. 1 in the bottom left corner) are one of the strongest types of interaction in terms of binding energy. On average, there are 5-6 hydrogen bonds per protein-protein interface. In our application, when several atoms (nitrogen and oxygen) on the surface of each protein are close enough, under a distance of 3 Å , and when their chemical environment is adequate, hydrogen bonds are created between these atoms. We used the same methods as we had done for van der Waals interations to filter surface atoms in order to decrease computing complexity of distances between atoms.
Hotspot at the interface. The number of ''hotspots'' at the complex interface refers to the list of amino acids present within the current interface region, previously identified using experimental methods as being important actors for protein-protein interaction. Finding hotspots at the protein-protein interface is an important part in judging the quality of a docking complex.
Using haptic device and three-dimensional mouse for bimanual manipulation of proteins
In order to manipulate both proteins and attempt to carry out virtual docking, the user may rely on various devices and interaction paradigms (see Fig. 12 ). A first paradigm associates the position and orientation of the smaller protein (also called the ''ligand''), with the haptic device (6 degrees of freedom, 6DoF), while in the second larger protein (also called ''receptor'') orientation of the receptor protein is controlled by a trackball present on the threedimensional mouse (3 degrees of freedom, 3DoF). To implement this paradigm, the device events are provided by the ''command'' component and are interpreted by scoring and rendering components (see Fig. 7 ). This interaction modality highlights an existing use, since in docking solutions, the receptor protein is static and exploration is concerned with position and orientation of the ligand around the receptor. Another paradigm, more in line with natural interaction, consists in manipulating the position and orientation of the ligand and the receptor respectively with the force-feedback device and with the three-dimensional mouse, respectively. This modality is symmetrical, in terms of manipulation, but not in terms of renderings, since haptic renderings are only available for one of the two proteins. Moreover, we used a specific method to help users manipulate tiny objects with the haptic device. The basic approach was a direct mapping of device motion on a molecule, but the interaction aims to act at the atomic level. Therfore, it would be useful to perform fine tuning operations, especially during rotation movements. Furthermore the physical constraints of the device emerge rapidly during the manipulation. (i.e., in terms of workspace and freedom of movement). Within the CoRSAIRe project, several haptic paradigms are under investigation to better fit to the accuracy required by biologist in such manipulation. For instance, the Bubble (Dominjon et al. 2005) and Haptic Hybrid Rotation methods (Dominjon et al. 2006) are centered on the perception of hardware limitations. When the device was closed to its workspace boundaries, authors proposed an elastic force feedback to come back at its neutral position and orientation, and a rate-control of the clutched object. Conversely, when the device is far from these limits, a position control is directly mapped on the clutched object. However, with tiny objects such as molecules and atoms, the rate-control must be computed with a damping effect. We are currently investigating if a model of 6DoF control damped by a SLERP 3 function proposed in ) may be applied for such accurate haptic manipulations.
Visual rendering
In order to be congruent with docking experts' everyday experience, while not re-developing the existing scope of visual representations of proteins, we chose to reuse one of several existing tools for molecular visualization. Our choice was set on the open source software program Pymol which allows us the use of various visual modalities to view an element essential to the docking task:
Surface representations. The surface representation may be obtained from various methods depending on the required degree of surface granularity, e.g., solvent-accessible surfaced (Sanner et al. 1996) , or molecular surfaces (Connolly 1983b) . Atomic representations. For atomic representations, various CPK-type schemes (Corey and Pauling 1953) can be used, e.g., to represent atoms as spheres whose radius equals their van der Waals's radius; sticks to represent covalent bonds as tubes or lines; ball-and-stick to represent atomic nuclei as spheres and covalent bonds as tubes or lines; and wireframe, to represent atomic bonds as lines. Secondary structure representations. The secondary structure representations (a helices and b sheets, are described in Fig. 1B , b: ribbon type (a uniform tube follows the carbon chain) or cartoon-type (helices and strands are represented as arrows).
Other criteria were also used in choosing this program, including:
-The fact that expert docking experts had already were mastered its use in their everyday working practice; -The potential to easily integrate specific data obtained a priori in the literature (e.g. hotspots) or part of the user's implicit expertise; -The Pymol API (in python) allows us a quick integration of new visual or interactive functionalities (under OpenGL); -The large number of already available scripts and libraries which were relevant to our application.
From these three main aspects of visual representation (surface, atomic, and secondary), any combination of modalities can be used to visualize a protein. Furthermore, various types of information can be projected onto these representations, e.g., types of atoms and amino acids on the protein surface; electric charges of atoms; hydrophobic properties, degree of flexibility, of sequence conservation or hot spots. We especially used Pymol API, to add our own visual feedback schemes, used to render information computed by the docking engine of docking program:
Van der Waals and electrostatic energies. During the docking task, the overall energy level is computed interactively. For example, electroctatic energy or van der Waals energy are currently rendered by haptic au audio madalities, but also by text (see Fig. 12 ), when needed, or when audio or haptic channels are unavailable. Hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, in rigid docking, when several atoms (nitrogen and oxygen) located at on the surface of each protein are close together (i.e., under a distance of 3 Å ) and when their chemical environment is adequate, a hydrogen bond is created between these atoms. Potential hydrogen bonds are rendered as lines between atoms.
Haptic rendering
Currently, there are very few molecular docking systems which include large-scale haptic feedback (force/tactile feedback). This is mainly due to the complexity of computing operations behind the physical engines used for molecular dynamics, which makes it difficult to comply with constraints in terms of refresh rates for real time haptic feedback (from 200 to 1 kHz). This led us to consider only hard docking paradigms, with rigid proteins following a lock-and-key or LEGO metaphor. Another difficulty is to render various kinds of information: collisions and physicochemical interactions such as van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces. In order to obtain a consistent haptic feedback, only one type of rendering is provided to the user at a time. However, one should note that at the perceptual level, van der Waals's force renderings are similar to surface col1ision renderings since it prevents interpenetration.
Several haptic renderings were implemented computed with optimized scoring methods described in Sect. 5.2. In all paradigms, we recall that one protein is controlled by the haptic device and the other one by the threedimensional mouse, which allows user to manipulate their position and orientation of the two proteins at the same time. The haptic-device controlled protein is therefore considered as a big probe with multiple contact points depending on the orientation given by the user.
Van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. This rendering is used to provide a biophysically relevant haptic feedback. Haptic rendering of physicochemical interactions consists in feeding the haptic device with the resultant forces computed as described in Sect. 5.2. Forces can be computed and rendered independently or summed up to obtain a total resultant force. Exploration of the receptor by the ligand thus aims at finding stable areas. When the two proteins are in an unstable conformation it renders an unsteady feedback is rendered, thus leading the user to back the ligand towards the surface of the receptor to find a better position and orientation. However the complexity of the force fields induces very irregular directional forces affecting the precision of the manipulation. It appears especially with van der Waals interactions because of the non-linearity in the Lennard-Jones potential used to model these forces.
Surface collision. Two approaches were explored to render collisions between the both molecules. The first consists in computing a repulsive force. The direction of this force is the opposite of the direction provided and the module is proportional to the number of colliding triangles determined by the RAPID computation as explained in Sect. 5.2. This force can also be weighed by a distance or a volume of interpenetration. Therefore the feedback is more relevant, but the complexity of the computation induces lower refresh rates which could lead to lags in feedback. Rather than repulse the two molecules from each other, the second approach, also based on distance computation, aims to prevent collisions locally by modeling contacts points as springs. The method is introduced in Johnson and Willemsen (2003) and provides a fast computation of local minimum distances based on the geometry of the model as well as resulting force and torque. Interestingly the spring model described can be easily adapted to model atomic clashes, such as van der Waals interactions in our case. Instead of using the complex Lennard-Jones potential to render the resulting force, interactions are modeled through this more simple spring model with realistic cutoffs (2.5 Å ). As the atomic distances computation is already optimized to take into account only surface and opposite atoms, the refresh rates are sufficient and allows a very precise rendering of the contacts, allowing users to feel holes and bumps at the surface. Hence computation speed and consistent feedback constraints are observed ensuring a biological relevance. Current research aims to determine how the size of the proteins affects computation time. It will also be interesting to compare this atomic clashesbased approach with the geometric one which could provide faster computation.
Audio rendering
Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey information. Due to the high temporal resolution and wide bandwidth, the use of auditory stimuli seems highly suitable for time-varying parameters (very high temporal definition when compared to other modalities such as video and haptics), concurrent streams (overlapping of multiple audio renderings for various parameters is possible and easily understandable if these are properly designed), and spatial information (lower definition if compared to visual stimuli, but perceptible over the 360°sphere, therefore allowing true three-dimensional rendering). Considering the MBI application, the audio channel seems to be well suited for the rendering of time-varying parameters, whether overall or distributed locally, which would be difficult to visualize (i.e., due to overlapping visual objects, the complex geometrical interface is not visible unless one pries apart the two proteins or alters the ligand display modality).
A large variety of sonification techniques exist and are used in various applications (Walker and Lane 1994) . One sonification technique is referred to as ''parameter mapping'' (Hermann and Ritter 1999) , and it is this technique which has been implemented for the current project. Parameter mapping sonification is based on creating a link between the data to be rendered and the parameters of a Virtual Reality (2009) 13:273-293 287 synthesizer (or of any other device which generates or plays back sound). In this particular sonification typology, three elements need to be carefully considered (Walker and Lane 2008) :
-The nature of the mapping: which data dimension (i.e., temperature, pressure, velocity…) is mapped onto, or represented by, each acoustic parameter (i.e. frequency, loudness, tempo…). As an example, for a sonification task the temperature might be linked with the frequency of a sound, therefore as the temperature increases, the frequency of the corresponding sonification increases. -Mapping polarity: in the event of an increase in the sonified data, the sonification parameter can decrease or increase. In the case of temperature-frequency mapping, it is common to use an increasing-TO-increasing (up-up) polarity. An alternate example could be the size of an object being mapped to frequency: the polarity would likely be increasing-TO-decreasing such that large objects are linked to low sounds and vice versa. -Mapping scale: in response to a specific increase of the data to be sonified, how much should the sonification parameter increase or decrease. One must take into account the possible range of the data, and the percentage of the usable audible range which is to be exploited. Human hearing is more sensitive to small frequency changes at low frequencies, rather than higher, following an exponential scale. In the case of temperature-frequency mapping the temperature could be linked to the frequency exponentially.
One study was recently performed within this research project regarding the use of sound spatialization, examining the effect of sound spatialization on a specific sonification and sound exploration task (Katz et al. 2008) . Subjects were asked to virtually navigate, using a pointing and tracking device, a two dimensional function mapped onto the surface of a sphere surrounding the user. The data function was sonified with a modified click/beep sound and the task was simply to find the maximum of the function, the point with the highest frequency beep. The experiment was repeated with and without the use of sound spatialization techniques.
In our application, sound spatialization is used in two different ways: first, for local parameters the sonification is spatialized in the specific position where the parameter is calculated, in accordance with visual or haptic rendering, to provide additional information in the protein coordinate system (i.e., if the task is to sonify the collision between two different atoms on the two proteins, sonification is spatialised at the position of the collision). Then, multiple concurrent sonifications can be spatially distributed in order to give a better intelligibility of the sonifications themselves [i.e., stream segregation, selective attention in auditory perception, cocktail party effect (Moore 2003) ]. In 2007, LIMSI and IRCAM set up a test for the validation of different sonification methods for object manipulation. Within this test, the subject was asked to change the orientation of a simplified three-dimensional chemical compound in order to be the same as that of a given reference. To do this, the subject used an orientation tracking device. Three approaches for data parameter sonification were tested to improve the speed and accuracy of this manipulation: manipulation speed, angular distance from the reference configuration, and guidance towards the reference position (Arboun 2007) .
Regarding the protein-protein docking task, the following parameters have been selected for the sonification:
Surface complementarity. Atomic surface complementarity is estimated essentially as a calculation of the variance of the inter-atomic distances on the two proteins surfaces. Surface collisions. This parameter represents the number of collisions computed between the two surfaces (see Sect. 5.2). Electrostatic energy of the complex. This parameter is computed from electrostatic interaction energies between charged particles (see Sect. 5.2). Van der Waals energy of the complex. This parameter is computed from van der Waals interaction energies between particles (see Sect. 5.2). Hotspot at the interface. The number of ''hotspots'' at the complex interface refers to the list of amino acids present within the current interface region, previously identified using experimental methods as being important actors for protein-protein interaction. Finding hotspots at the protein-protein interface is an important part in judging the quality of solutions.
In the current study, different metaphors have been used for the sonification of the various parameters furnished by the main platform, individually and/or at the same time. Currently, the majority of supplied parameters are global, rather than local. The modules that follow have been specifically designed and developed for this application:
Surface complementarity. This parameter is used to control the variance of a randomly applied pitch to different grains of a granular synthesis process. Granular synthesis has been applied using a spoken word as audio sample (for this particular application, the french word ''complementaire'' has been recorded and used), repeated cyclically within the granular engine. In this instance, the word is unintelligible if the geometrical complementarity parameter is low, becoming more intelligible as the parameter increases. The rendered audio stream is doubled and associated to each of the two proteins, in preparation for further processing.
Hotspot at the interface. In a second stage, the two audio streams are processed with a low-pass filter with the cutoff frequency controlled by the percentage of proteins hotspots which are situated on the interface region. If none of the hotspots are present on the interface the lowpass filter frequency is set at 200 Hz, making the sound nearly inaudible. The cutoff frequency of the filter increases with the number hotspots present at the interface, making the sound clearer and brighter until, in the optimal position, the frequency filtering is completely deactivated. The two audio streams are rendered stereophonically, associating the left and right channels respectively to the first and second protein.
Surface collisions. The employed method for atomic collision sonification uses a modulation of the phase of a sinusoidal wave whose parameters (carrier and modulator) are controlled by the global number of collisions. Starting with a continuous 400 Hz sinusoidal wave modulated by a 1 Hz signal, the frequency of the modulation increases as the global collision score gets higher, and with it the number of modulating waves, going from 1 to 4, when the two proteins are completely superposed. A second method developed is based on the individual association of every collision with a broadband noise processed with subtractive synthesis (the result is similar to wind noise). The noise is specifically filtered for every collision, adding a controlled randomization of the filtering parameters, so that every ''noise generator'' sounds different from the others, and spatialized according to its proper position in space. Both of these sonification methods are based on the principle that the signal produced becomes more and more annoying as the number of collisions increases, encouraging the user to change the position and distance of the proteins in order to reduce the number of collisions, and as such stopping the annoying sound. Regarding the second sonification method, sound spatialization helps the listener to localize the part of the protein surface where the collision is taking place, and to guide him/her towards an orientation of the protein for which no collisions are present. Electrostatic energy of the complex. Electrostatic energy sonification is performed through the alternation of two sounds, generated using additive synthesis, whose pitch and timbre vary as a function of the global value of this specific force (scalar value). The electrostatic force value is highly variable, and there is not a direct linear relationship between this parameter and a quality judgement of it being good or bad for the docking condition. The link between the parameter and the quality of its specific value has therefore been traced in a two dimensional Cartesian diagram, with the value of the parameter on the x-axis, and the quality (being good or bad) on the y-axis. At a given electrostatic force value, the correspondent value on the y-axis has been sonified with the method previously described. For good values, the frequencies of the two sounds are coincident, and their spectra are perfectly harmonic, while as the value worsens, the two frequencies become more distant, and the spectra more inharmonic. Van der Waals energy of the complex. The sonification of the van der Waals energy is based on the principle of the beatings between two sound frequentially close. As with the electrostatic force, for the van der Waals force value there is not a linear relationship between the parameter and a quality judgement (being good or bad). A mapping similar to the one described for the previous sonification method (electrostatic force) has been employed, with the Y axis value being sonified. Two intermittent sinusoidal pulses are played back simultaneously: if the quality value for the van der Waals force is good, then the two waves have the same frequency, while as it becomes worse, one of the two pulses reduces in frequency by up to 20 Hz from the other. This processing results in the creation of beatings between the two frequencies. If there are no beatings, then the score can be considered to be good. In contrast, if the beatings becomes more frequent (more rapid beat frequency indicates greater frequency separation between the two pulses) the score is becoming worse.
Multimodal supervisor
As we have seen, part of the choices regarding multimodal allocation is carried out statically, before execution of the docking application, based on ergonomic recommendations issued from the task analysis. However, generation of renderings must be controlled throughout the application. These must depend on characteristics of the data used, but also on the context of interaction. This context is defined by the user, the real-world environment, virtual environment, and available devices.
To manage multimodal renderings, we modeled and developed a supervision process (Bouyer 2007) (Bouyer and Bourdot 2008) . This process was developed in a generic way, keeping in mind the need for it to adapt to various applications, before using it for a molecular docking application.
This supervision relies on four main elements (see Fig. 13 ):
The real world. The docking expert commands the system using the three-dimensional mouse and the haptic device and perceives multimodal renderings via screens, loudspeakers and the same haptic device. He/she is also tracked using various sensors (located on his/her head, in his/her hand, etc.) Virtual Reality (2009) 13:273-293 289 The application. We model the docking application as three related elements. The Virtual Environment (VE) contains a virtual representation of the user as well as of the whole dataset involved in the interaction: proteins, scores, numerical variables, etc. The application also rests on hardware and software architectures. Input and output devices are managed by drivers and renderings are generated by specific engines (for graphics, audio and haptic rendering). Finally, the interaction manager interprets user commands, asks the supervisor to control rendering processes and orders the artchitecture to display the rendering as agreed upon. The supervisor. The supervisor is in charge of controlling multimodal rendering. To do this, it relies on a knowledge base containing rules for multimodal allocation (see ergonomic recommendations) as well as a rule base for decision making to determine its behavior and a contextual base describing elements liable to impact renderings. The observer/interpreter. It allows communication between the docking application and the supervisor, by acting as a translator for all the information they exchange. Its second role is to supervise in real time the running of the application in real time to isolate elements of the context and dynamically share them put them with the supervisor. Contextual elements might come from the real world (e.g., tracking data) and concern for example the user's position and his movements, or else from the VE and concern the spatial organization of the scene (relative positions of both proteins, etc. More specifically, the supervision process consists in successive exchanges of messages between the following four actors: -In simplest cases, the user tells the system that he/she wishes to interact with data from the VE (mostly with proteins). The application may also set off an interaction, e.g., render a score for electrostatic complementarity when a parameter exceeds a threshold, or navigate following detection of an interesting hotspot. -The interaction manager interprets this command and makes a request to the supervisor so it can determine the most relevant modalities for display. If designers have preset a specific rendering scheme (e.g., following ergonomic recommendations) or if users have explicitly defined one in their commands, this scheme is appended to the request. -The request is translated and propagated by the interpreter, to the supervisor. If no rendering is proposed, the supervisor must specify it completely. If the request is accompanied by proposals, the supervisor will have to validate, reject, or further specify them. The supervisor's decision is a logical process based on static knowledge, dynamic knowledge, and rules applying to this knowledge. First, static knowledge contains the semantic elements of multimodal rendering. They involve choices for information allocation to the various display modalities. Next, dynamic knowledge refers to the contextual elements provided by the observer. Finally, a number of logic rules determine supervisor behavior based on predicates formed by this knowledge. -The result of the request is processed by the interaction manager. Renderings are then generated by the appropriate engines and transmitted to the user through relevant media. All contextual information is updated, both in terms of application data and of the supervisor's contextual database.
Evaluations
From the human factors point of view, evaluation of the CoRSAIRe prototype for molecular docking is being carried out through an iterative approach of design and evaluation, following the projects a user centered design methodology, which characterizes the project as a whole. The two main goals of ongoing evaluations are as follows:
-To evaluate the virtual environment in terms of usability and usefulness, for the target population of scientists, as well as the docking task, and the context in which these users carry it out. However, we should point out that the goal here is not so much to evaluate an operational system as to evaluate the relevance of a concept for the design of work tools. -To design and evaluate an interface, notably in terms of interaction techniques and multimodal representation of information.
These two goals require very different methods and situations in terms of distance and degree of complexity between, on the one hand, the devices and users subjected to evaluation, and on the other hand, situations of use involving ''real'' users in a ''real-world occupational context on the other hand''. Evaluating a prototype based on its use involves using realistic scenarios (i.e., those involving real data and real molecules deemed representative of real docking problems) and also calling upon representative users. Conversely, when deciding upon choices of modal allocation and evaluating their intelligibility, it is not always compulsory to rely on task experts.
So far, the evaluations we carried out have been formative, i.e., aims to evaluate throughout product development, the technical and ergonomic quality of prototypes at a given moment, in order to provide designers with feedback and realign design choices as they were made. At the end of the project, the approach used is then said to be summative, i.e., aims to assess its quality and properties with reference to external norms and performance criteria. These studies are underway.
Conclusion
In this document, we presented our immersive multimodal environment and application to assist scientists in their study of protein-protein docking phenomena. The essential contribution of this work consists in designing a new methodology for protein-protein docking (Sect. 4.3) taking into account some advanced interaction and rendering features offering by a Virtual Reality environment. With respect to other work on docking described in Sect. 3.1, we essentially addressed the problems relating to multisensory rendering during the interactive docking task, we designed new haptic feedback (Sect. 5.5) and audio rendering schemes (Sect. 5.6), specifically dedicated to protein docking, We also designed and developed our own physical engine, dedicated to protein docking, optimized to take into account the constraints of the interactive context, and well-adapted to audio feedback and haptic interactions. Furthermore, we applied a new method described in Sect. 5.7 to supervise the visual, audio and haptic renderings in our immersive multimodal environment dedicated to protein docking. Moreover, to design this new methodology for protein-protein docking and implementing its concepts within our dedicated environment, we followed an iterative user centered design approach. A significant part of our work was to carry out an ergonomic study presented in Sect. 4, of existing practices of domain experts in the context of their everyday work. Specifically, this preliminary study mainly aimed to formalize user needs and tasks in order to propose a limited set of design principles and a tool which was adapted to existing working practices, while leaving some tool for them to evolve. This study mainly aimed to take into account user needs, to propose a set of design principles, and to integrate user practices within our immersive and multimodal environment.
Our aim was to design an explicitly innovative working environment, yielding new possibilities for use and work practices. Our initial study showed in particular that user participation in the docking task was very limited, since it only involved configuring docking scripts and choosing one result amongst the computer-generated solutions to the studied problem. Indeed classic approaches to docking provide large numbers of complex configuration based on Virtual Reality (2009) 13:273-293 291 three-dimensional data describing partner proteins. These algorithms take a long time to produce results, since they test all possible geometric configurations to dock the two proteins. These configurations are then filtered according to energy and physicochemical criteria. Finally, the scientist selects, in this set of results, a smaller set of possible solutions that can be tested against each other experimentally. Relying on user expertise before applying automatic docking algorithms in a multimodal and immersive context allows the user to use natural abilities for the detection of surface complementarity, as well as prior implicit or literature based knowledge regarding for example the nature of the protein-protein interface, what hotspots are present, etc. We think this process allows significant reduction of the number of configurations to be tested by algorithms used afterwards, and we are currently in intensive evaluation stage to validate this hypothesis, and to evaluate the efficiency of each designed modality for rendering the biophysical parameters during the interactive docking task. Our approach could be reused in the design of other docking interfaces, integrating factors such as protein flexibility, based on the premise that many docking problems involve flexible partners. Later work will focus on identifying a typology of docking tasks upon which to base a scope of intent. Furthermore, this work should also focus on defining future situations of use of such tools. Indeed, our interactions with future users identified several possible avenues for the use of docking tools, e.g., teaching, scientific discovery, collaborative work, etc. All of these situations involve various kinds of constraints and tasks.
The novelty of our approach is that it strives to ensure continuous user participation in the process through direct manipulation of the protein models. In proposing a novel approach in which users are involved both upstream and downstream from automatic docking procedures in a multimodal virtual environment, we hope to maximize the use of his/her expertise. This echoes directly to (Magnani 2005) discussion of assisting scientific reasoning through the use of ''epistemic mediators'', i.e., external objects which ''give rise to new signs, new chances for interpretations, and new interpretations''. In particular, the use of interactive mediators in a multimodal framework would allow widening the perceptual bandwidth (Turk and Robertson 2000) , multiplying the sources of available information, i.e., topological, electrochemical, a priori knowledge of the protein-protein interface), thereby reducing the risk of false positives which plagues current docking tools.
